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I THoUGHT as I sat on
the curb with my feet in the
v
gutter watching the Ferrari
team go by on their way to collect the first
five places in the 1957'Mille Miglia, ,.this
ELL,,,

order for those who only have read the
highly colored accounts in the dailies. The

_v

last survivor of the great town-to_town

races that developed the automobile from
bigger,

a costly, fragile plaything into a

is a helluva

note." My Giulietta;s component parts were spread thinly but widely
over the floor of the Alfa Rorneo agency in

I,'Aquila,- my co-driver

more expensive and scarier plaything, it
carries all shapes and sizes of vehiclEs a
good thousand miles around Italv on normal everyday highways.
Although some srretches are wide and
well surfaced, most suffer from a combination ofold age, lack ofmaintenance and
extreme narrowness due to the reluctance
of the Italian p€asant to give up any more
of his farmland than absolutely neiessary.
In a good_ portion of the asphilt highway,
the gravel has long since subsided"to the
bottom. rhus leaving a black. polished surlace that can catch you out even when drv:
when soaked. besides affording u .onu'.nient mirror to read racing nuribers in, it
is slick enough to send you waltzing on a
mere downshift.
The routes themselves appear to have
been laid down directly on top of the old
IgTun ones (or lacking rhar. a cow path).
This policy paid divide-nds in the pb uailey, where the Via Emilia is ruler-straight,
but in the mountains one is remindeJ of
the military nature of the original track
as ir runs along the ridges. ascending and
descending in swirchbacks engin6ered

*a, ,ioo,iily

chain-smoking Gauloises, and I, after several hours of being mortally rerrified while
said co-driver slid broadside through the
Italian night at umpteen miles per"hour,
was hors de combat wirhout having hardlv
snapped a shift in anger. What traj't Oon!
to deserve this? Just listen.
The year before, with a 250-lb co-driv_
er, I h-ad planned to do the Mille Miglia
in a Dyna Panhard sedan that I own"ed.
Looking back on the subsequent history of
this unsanitary vehicle, I can only arrum"
that Providence was watching buer me

when difficulties over the cdmpetition
licenses became insurmountable and
we could not start. When March came

around this year and the entry blanks appeared. I had something a littie more suirable lor the job. ro wii. an Alfa Romeo
Giulietta Sprint Veloce.
_ This little gem was nicely broken in and
I was used to it and it to me. I knew by this
time that it had no nasty little tricks whatsoever and ifinadvertently stuffed into a
corner too fast could be relied on not to
commit any heel-clicking shenanigans at

by mule train.

With the advent of the more rapid

the rear; all one had to do was go light on
the steering and heavy on the th-rortle. All
I was worried abouI was rain. as the windshield wipers, for some inscrutable Eyetalian reason. are incapable olcleaning the
glass well enough to enable on. to 8riu"
over 40 mph. Nothing I have tried, from
new blades to Kirsch in the squirt bottle,
had improved this in the least.

Bearing

in mind the difficulties

from

956-.1 had thoughtlully prepared mysell
,l
by laking out both entrant's and competi_
tor's FIA licenses with the Swiss Automo-

bile Club. Therefore, when the regs arrived (and after I had found some'bodv
who could read Italian to decipher themi
I.
loqe lown to the bank, got i check for
40,000 lire (about $64f and sent the

whole shebang offto the head office of rhe
ACS in Berne. They, in turn. checked mv

driving record lor squirreldom and, sariJfied. "visaed" the blank and forwarded it

to the Automobile Club of Brescia, the organizers of the Mille Miglia. From rhen on
one Just sat and chewed one's nails until
notified, as this year the entries were limited to 300.
Ifthe Editor will hold still for it, perhaps
a short description ofthe race would be in

Hrnv YlgL.y.. still hospitalized

personal

wheeled traffic, the local Nuvolaris. iollowing a custom that has persisted to this
day, would depart from tlie correct route
while racing each other and descend with
depressing regularity into rhe lettuccine
field below. The farmers. not appreciating
this unscheduled plowing. complained ti
the proper authorities; the bureaucrats ap_
preciated the problem but rhey obviousiy
could not afford ro build a concrete wail
along both sides of every road in Italy. Appea I i ng.ro.th e spo_rt i ng s;n se o lr tr e I Jtteryloving Italians. rhereficre. they caused io
be set out a series of concreie bollards,
each about 2 ft high and I ft thick, dotted
along the shoulderat intervals (2.75 times
the wheelbase ofa Fiat Balilla) and rooted
!eeply.e.nough ro arrest the headlong
flighr of the most exuberant Mouse. TherE
being a chance both ways. the sports were
more or less satisfied.
. The odds being uneven on some olthe

lnteresttng corners. though. because it was
avoid these objects. the road peo_
ple.pu.r up sorr ol a running guardrail
made, it is reputed, out ofold de Umberto
olive oil cans. This turned out to be rather
sprin^gy, and in cases where a triple S-bend
was found. wild and unsubstanfiated tales
have been heard of times when the high- >>
easrer to

rrom a brain hemorrhage he suffered in November I 98 l. wrote this
h'ere ror the first time.

Mille Miglia account in r957. It is pubrished
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straights to Pescara. From this point one
turns inland in the direction of Rome, detouring by L Aquila and Rieti the better to
utilize the Abruzzi mountains. From the
local point of Rome, the boys head north

lassitude compared with others around

through Viterbo, over the Radicofani to
Siena and Florence, then over the Futa
and Raticosa passes to Bologna.
The stretch from Rome to Bologna

synchromesh was replaced and the clutch
was relined, more as insurance than anything else. The shocks were also replaced,
although they would not have been just
yet, for touring. The addition of a pair of

seems one constant wiggle;

by compari-

son, from Bologna to Piacenza, Cremona,

Mantua and Brescia is largely straight,
way seemed to be littered with squashed
olives and wagers were seen being taken
on the number ofcaroms, etc. Many other
citizens, tired of Tom and Jerry cartoon
noises in the middle of the night, simply
put up a big drystone wall and let it go at
that. But I digress.
The race starts at Brescia in northern
Italy, continues over roads closed for the
occasion through Verona to Padua, and
there turns south to Ferrara, Ravenna,
Forli, Rimini, and down the long Adriatic

with some section-line turns and bypasses
around certain towns to break the monotony. The racers go right through most villages, where they naturally attract great
crowds; even on the open road, though,
the farmers drop everything and come to
watch. Since it is inevitable that access
roads are often blocked, gifts ofvegetables
and fruit are sometimes offered to the drivers

in the more remote sections; these are

awkward to refuse gracefully.
As the Giulietta was showing signs of

here, a valve job and general tuneup
seemed to be

in order.

Second gear was

beginning to grit its teeth a little after
15,000 miles of mountain driving so its

large and healthy Lucas driving lights
completed the vetting; if it had been entirely up to me I would have fitted landing
lights offone of our larger bombers. As far
I am concerned, there is no such thing
as seeing too well at night but then some
form of penalty would have to be paid in
the form of a trailer full of batteries or a
generator occupying the entire engine
as

compartment.
On an impulse I looked up the past performance times on Giuliettas and the fast
boys were getting around in l2 hours and
something. Being rather a rabbit I figured
on I 3 ditto and mebbe ifthe crick rose, 14.

This is a helluva long time to drive by
yourselfat speed and. as a previous reconnaissance had showed, there were precious few places where you could lose con-

centration and get away with it.
Furthermore what about eating, drinking

and, er, necessary bodily functions? Not
that I need my hand held but it is always
iftwo people have a horrible
urge whereas if you are by yourself it is
sometimes difficult to find justification.
With all this in mind I sent off feelers to
simpatico types who, I felt, had the necessary qualifications of sanity and enthusiasm; unfortunately, either I got no answer
at all or polite refusals, these last obviously concealing mortal fear for the life.
Now, there are two logical ways to drive
easier to stop

The entrants' billboard lists the cars and their drivers, including the intrepid Manney
ScrLtlineering takes place in Piazza Vittoria.
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the Mille Miglia and survive, both of
which add up to taking it easy. You can
rely on your abundant talent and go like
Jack-the-Bear the whole way and you may
even win; chances are, though, that me-

chanical ennui will set in or you will depart through the decor. The wise ones
practice for a few years, get the feel ofthe
thing, and then go moderately fast and
wait for the enthusiastic opposition to
blow up. The rank-and-file like mysell
simply treat it like a fast 1000-mile tour ol
Italy, made easier by the lack of opposing

traffic and the incredible collection of
junk that clutters up Italian roads, hope to
enjoy ourselves, and keep inside the time

limit. Very few people actually huq, . . .
at least not for long.
With this in mind I prevailed upon one
Robert Jenny, garage owner and sometime champion of Switzerland in a sports
category to come along as he had never
done it but seemed to have a rational attitude about the whole business.
The Thursday before the race I set out
in Giulietta, laden with spare parts, plastic
water bottles, a small jerrican, and the in-

the second, several Carabinieri sprang
into action with shouts and vilifications;
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the milling crowd parted like the Red Sea
and slowly I drove down an avenue of
snow fencing to where several people ex-

pectantly stood waiting. I sprang out,
brandishing the documents requested by
the club, but nobody took the least notice
except a smarmy young lady who requested me to Sign Here. I did so. assuming ir to

be something official, but then I was requested sweetly to hand over 3500 lire . . .
for what? . . . pictures, no less. They would
document my progress through "stamping," start and finish for this measly sum;
did the Signor wish? The Signor didn't as
he had enough things to worry about and
besides he had no Italian money with him.
Curling her rather prominent mustache,
she withdrew, just as I was being accosted
by an enormous man from Esso in a blue
Pirelli suit to sign up with him for the race.
Right now I would like to point out that
not only the fuel in this race is not free but,
to use an Irishism, you have to buy it. Ob-

dispensable brain basin. Approaching
Brescia along the autostrada, lots of special and not-so-special equipment was to
be seen already bearing numbers and darting among the normal tralfic like the
brighter sort oltropical fish. Brescia was er
/ttewith all manner of colorful advertising
banners strung over the streets plugging

oil and gas; the

song of the Supercorte-

maggiore, that peculiarly Italian 6{egged
beastie, was heard in the land, as his blackand-yellow form seemed everywhere.
All the larger gas stations seemed to be
preempted by various scuderie as a gath-

viously you cannot stop at any old gas sta-

ering and replenishing point for their
member cars: which, in turn, drew vast

tion to flIl up as there is no telling how
many unauthorized substances would

crowds ofyearning Italians to spectate and
discuss. As it was about 5:00 p.m., I had

find their way into the tanks, so there are
refueling pits at certain designated cities
only. To buy Italian premium gas at the
normal price (around $1.00/gal.) would

worried about making scrutineering in
time. was it severe, etc . . . I needn't have
stewed at all. The PiazzaYittona. in front

of the Automobile Club of Brescia. was
seething with masses of people and cars,
lined with the arrowed beach umbrellas of
the officials and dominated by the colossal scoreboard. Attached to every available surface were flags, signs and, just to
remind you of your historical insigniflcance, large plaques bearing the names of
former winners.
I was directed by an impassive cop in his

bluebell helmet into an apparently solid
mass of people; a tentative peep on the
horn produced, at lirst, little result. With

break even Ferrari, so the contestants are
allowed to purchase vouchers at about 30
percent off; thus you haggle your best deal
with the Shell man. for instance. and after
taking the money he hands over vouchers
that you give to the stations en route. He
also donates a decal for the car's side win-

1:
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mence racing. Better check those lights.
From there I was waved around in a U
through howling mobs of small autograph
fiends into the other lane ofsnow fence.
There the important officials preside under their beach umbrellas with the Mille

Miglia arrow motif that is seen all around
the course. The scrutineering, mechani-
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Mille Miglia pin in my buttonhole. That
bijou and a fiber disk, which got punched
at Rome and Bologna, wired to the steering column, were the only signs that I was
A HERO.
And hero I was to all the small boys and
girls armed with autograph books who
milled outside of the scrutineering area.
They swarmed all around the Giulietta
like drones around the Queen bee as we
trickled slowly along hunting for a parking
place;noses on the windows, noses on the
windshield, noses everyplace. Place
found, we stop; noses immediately change
to round eyes brown eyes pleading eyes
and hands with grubby books. The pecking order is fairly definite; those with ballpoint pens get to come before pencils, who
get their turn before the urchins who have
to borrow somebody else's pencil. We sit a

j

p.

ry third party for the benefif of the Great

with one hand, shook my
paw with the other, meantime the beauteous young lady intelpreter (furnished by
the club) was inserting the red-and-gold
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cally, would make a cow laugh; busy little
men just look underneath to see nothing is
falling offand then put little seals on here
and there to make sure one doesn't switch
engines en route.
On the paper side, I had to produce my
entrant's license (FIA-ACS), my driver's
license (ditto), the pink slip for the car, the
carnet de passage, my acceptance slip from
the AC Brescia and certificate of insurance. Normal I had already, but this year
they wanted all foreign competitors to car-

to the dollar, gets on toward expensive.
Bookwork done, they handed all my pa-

z
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ROAD&TRACK

huh? Migawd, that means we leave at

in the morning, ghastly hour to com-

out with their license). This little item set
me back a fancy 70,000 lire, which, at 625

dow to identify you to your refueler so,
presumably, they won't waste time sluicing gas into an "Esso" car and have to
suck it all out again. Robert had worked a
shiny deal with the Shell people for free
gas and oil for the Giulietta; bearing in
mind the possibility of their advertising
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white Veloce. One hundred and fifteen,

Italian multitude (Italian drivers take it

The author checks the entrails ofone ofthe cotnpett
tors. Later. Manney dennnstrates his driving stvle
for R&T photographer Geoffrel Goddard.
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my success at the speeds I generally go versus the certain consumption of 7)t,lgal.
gas at racing speeds for a thousand miles
. . . well, they could even use my picksha.
Fluffing off M. Esso, I almost tripped
over a latter-day Giotto who was slopping
large black numbers on the side ofmy nice

while to sweat them out but they roost
there like screech owls and watch me unwinkingly. If a window is opened even a
crack, many arms are thrust in carrying
notebooks and pleading voices ask for
"uno solo" and, with a shy smile, "I won't
tell anybody"; laughable, as heads are un-

q

der the speaker's arms and chins resting on

F

shoulders.

!

mighty small beer but fortunately

I

don't like the bit as

I am
I am
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saved.: a^mighty banging. popping and
sounds ol lrons caught in a rhreshing ma_
chine herald arrival-of a mixed bag oiFerrari.and Osca. My tormentorsareg"one in a
flash and quickly so am l.
Walking around, I see some of the com_
petition in my class and wonder just how
elastic Grand Turismo is and whaiever did
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and an immense searchlight on the front;
it is a works car, No. 325, and is to be driven by Morolli. No. 336, an I 100 Stanguellini, goes the ultimate in weight saving"and
has little bent sheets of r6d-and-vJllow
plasric.in its tailfin lights insread oih.uuy
glass. A couple of the Ferrari GT corp.,
arrive with much rapping of pipes and
arm-waving
.bf ri. Carabinieii: Iovely.
lean and businesslike. their sharklike app:alalce is heightened by the..gills', bbhind the side windows.

they do to the cars that run modified?
Starting shorrly before mine is a Zagatobodied Giulierra. a beauriful rhingab5ur 3
in. lower and with lowered nose ind double-bubbte rooL a shape that gives another
l0 mph withour touching thJengine. Not
only rhat. it's lighter. A"nother 3V hu, u
fiberglass false nose on it to give better
penetration and is festooned with windshield wipers. A beige one has the bumpers removed and little aluminum plates
fitted to the holes left in the body; still another a veritable Christmas tree of lights.
Well. that's the way the ball bouncesl
Some of the other classes are fun: It.s a
riot watching the open sports cars like rhe
Stanguellinis and Oscas pur up rheir
"tops." Fully fashioned to hold bround
the headrest and incorporating a piece of
the windshield. rhey remind vbu olnothing so much as the whire duck snoods
complete with ears and ball fringe worn

of the trunk. We run do*n to the Alfa

Monte Carlo.
One of the I 100 Oscas has mag wheels

3gency to get th€ seatbelts put in; thejoint
is jumping with Veloces and Millenove
Sprints getting everything from last-min-

by the horses that pull touist facres in

Wa.ndering around.
,body
interesting

you meet

every_

and those ofrhe working
press who are not barstool journalists. I
see Jesse Alexander shepherding Ak Mil_
ler around and through his Roi-Tan the

good Akton allows that the lead sled.s

running along prerty good although hoppingabout a lot at 130 mph. Burton Harrison of'R&T shows up disgrunrled. as a
Swiss bull had become enamored of his
300SL on a narrow mountain road and
attempted to seduce it, thereby leaving
many interesting scratches on fhe hoodl
Must have been that Bermuda bell.
. Next day is occupied by rightening up
hose clamps here and theie ind ,toiing
to-ols, baling wire and string in odd

corneri

ute screwdriver-engineering to a new pear_

box. Because we ari proudl! bearing rium_

bers.

in a shake three mechanft, ur.

produced and inside of 20 minutes the
belts are in. How much? The Dottore of
Motore-seems_surprised; no charge. no
charge. Naturally we leave somerhing lor

vrno anyway. thinking it's too bad we
didn't need something;xpensive.
Outside. Brescia isiealiy boilirlg. with
those ofthe populace who are not gapins
on rhe corners out whizzing arorid'rh!
streets. As a "racer." we are continuallv

getting "choosed-off' by Seicento Fiat's
and their smaller brethien. We also see
ve11. unsanitary old Mice with loving_

hands-ar-home bodywork and counterfe]t
racing numbers being hurled around the
squares by their grinning owners. What
you have to do to ger arrested I don.t
know. as I was passed at easily 70 mph
down the main drag b1 a Laniia coup6l
the^cop on point dury simply made him_

self as small.as pojsible'and placidly

watched it go by.
visit scrutineering to be greered by
.We
what sounds like a herd-oleleph"ants play'_
ing squat tag . . .the Maserjtis have ar_
rived and the crowd's enthusiasm knows
no bounds. Utilizing the vacuum caused
by the arrival lrom another direcrion of
Stirling Moss, we slide into the enclosure

and safety. Jean Behra, we find. has

)

cars as Seicentos, Saab, Panhard, Renault

MANN

4CV and Dauphine, DB and the Zagato
and Abarth versions ofthe Seicento, leave
30 seconds apart.
At I l:41 the first of the Millicentos
( I 100 Fiats) shoves offand from that time
on the car number is also its departure
time, the interval now being one minute.
This rather curious method of numbering
is so that the roadside spectator can tell
how the respective cars are doing; for instance, ifyou are watching a collection of

crashed spectacularly while testing one of
the 4.5 Masers and although not hurt badly. cannot drive in the race. Characteristically. when they pulled him out from under, his first action was to hunt for his
wallet and his plastic ear. . . what bad luck
he has. Moss is talking softly into a tape
recorder. calmly and confidently predict-

ing 300 km/h from his Maserati. Quel

snowjob. Robert and I look at each other
. . . bbtter get a bigger rearview mirror.
And so to bed lor a little sleeP.
Sleep? What's that? I lie there listening
to thejabberjabberjabber from the street
outsidL and everybody rapping his pipes, a
"seicento" (Fiat 600) starts at I 1:00 p'm.
He is No. l; until No. 84 the smaller cars,

comprising the sub-categories Turismo
Prepirato,-Tudsmo Speciale and Grand
Turismo of the 750- and 1000-cc classes
and containing such basically production

l, and a
Porsche J49 suddenly arrives among
them, it's plain that Umberto Maglioli has

2.O-liter GTs like 259, 306,3l

eot his foot well in it. As much as the I 100
ilass is the province of Fiats. the I 300 cateeorv is overwhelminglY Alfa Romeo; out
oT58 rrnn.rr 1of whiih 47 are Veloces in
the GT class), the only strangers are two
Porsches and a Peugeot.
Directly after oui class, at l:33, come
the biggest-hearted guys in the world, the
750 sports, who, if it rains, must conduct
their 9000-rpm hip baths over 1000 miles
olstreaming road. Yet 28 Oscas, DBs, Renaults, Stanguellinis and other variations
on a theme by Fiat are ready to risk it.
Snapping at their heels, but not too closely, come-the 1600 and 2000 touring and^

GT classes, bearing a mixed bag of
Porsches, Citro6n DS l9s, Alfa variations,

Fiat V-8 variations, Triumphs and English

family cars hot-rodded by the works.
Just to keep the 2-liters on their toes,

one minute later, at 3:22, leaves the first of
the Osca-dominated 1100 sports, which
also contains Gregor Grant's Lotus, while

at 3:47 the going 1500 sports is turned
loose. This category besides several brave

MGs, boasts three Oscas (two ol which,

Isabell Haskell and Giulio Cabianca,

don't start), a couple of Alfa spiders, two

private 5 50 Porsches plus the works RS ol
Maglioli. and two Maseratis.

After them is a motley collection of
over-2{iter touring and Grand Touring in
which nine Mercedes 300SLs are pitted
against l0 Ferraris with Healey, Lancia
and Salmson spear carriers. Directly behind, and not very much faster, is the 2liter sports class, mostly Maserati and Ferrari; and at the very end, in order to have

the maximum amount of light and the
minimum amount of darkness, commencing with Ron Flockhart's D-Jag at 5:18
and finishing with Moss at 5:37, come the
big-bores.
'i lie there feeling as if my eyes are becoming bigger and bigger like saucers and

my hair turning into feathers while it

seems that both feet are slowly commenc-

ing to grow three toes, claws and wrap
around the foot of the bed like a barn
owl's. The hiss of the espresso machine in
the bar of the hotel can be heard intermit-

tently through the hooting of the television in the shop window across the way,
which has a crowd of silent spectators
plastered to the glass around it, transfixed
by one of those horrid weepy wailey soap
operas so beloved to the Italian.
In the middle of the tenth set of hysterics a busy voice cuts in without prelimi-

nary, much cackle-tube music replaces
sobs as an obbligato, and I know without
looking that the mothlike spectators have
pressed closer to the lantern's flame and
the big show is gonna begin. Wonder if I
can see from here what's on the TV? Nothing doing... stay in bed till 12:00, you
bum, and try and get some sleep. No sleep.
Maybe I can snooze in the back while p'tit
Robert takes the first stage in the dark.
Snooze. ha. Much martial music from
across the way and I bet it is that lamous

Carabinieri band that, while casually

strolling out of step, plays stirring

marches.

'Iry not to march in

step some-

time. T'aint easy. Somebody with an extraordinarily loud marmitta blots out the
band for a minute and when it clears up
they are playing the National Anthem,
which sounds as if it had been written by
Verdi for Bellini with Rossini looking over
his shoulder. Much gabbling and then Signor Pola in light blue sweater, shirt and
tie, in his light blue Seicento,back deck
propped open to let the hot air out, Super-

cortemaggiore mascot dangling from the
roof, drives up importantly onto the brilliantly lighted ramp on the Corso Venezia,
surrounded by grandstands, press, soldiers, TV and movie cameras. and most of

the drivers leaving after him, and at
is flagged offinto the

promptly I l:00 p.m.

waiting night by Director Catagneto. Each
car moves up a place. And here I lie flat on
my back. Two hours and l5 minutes to go.
Robert pounds on my doorat midnight.
I struggle up, tell him to meet me by the
car, pull on my clothes, fill my pockets

with an assortment of junk, blunder
around the room like a miller moth collecting the more obvious things, and finally stand there irresolutely trying to decide
whether to take toothbrush and razor . .
.

linally decide against it

as admitting defeat and possibly badjoss besides. Pull the
bed covers all the way down . . . if all goes

well, I will be back in the kip sometime
thisafternoon. Thisafternoon. . . howpeculiar; after having been all the way to
Rome and back. Fill the water bottle, get
the good Swiss chocolate, get the Leica,

gettadrinofwater; yes dammit Robert I'm
coming, they are not going to start the race
without us. We can always start last and
get a tow from Moss. Thit would be all I
would need. Him and his 300 km/h.
Halfway down remember I have forgot-

ten the pillow and blanket, go back to

fetch them. On the way out again, looking

like one of Genghis Khan's lesser-known
household porters, I am wished "Bocca
del Lupo" by the hotel lady and offered a
glass ofChianti. No thanks . . . later, maybe. We load up the poor Giulietta with all
our junk and two visitors, pay olf the
toothless parking lady, who not only has

presumably guarded the heap while we
slept but also has clganed the windshield
with some greasy gament, watch the departures a minute on the TV, and shove
off for the start. Wished "Bocca del
Lupo," ofcourse, by Fairy Carabosse and
her crowd ofattendant urchins.
We can tell when we are getting close to
the Viale Venezia as the sky is all lit up,
the side streets are full of Millicentos with
l2 people in them looking for a place to
park, and the density of"flics" approachthat of ants in the jam jar. At once we
are waved into the inner sanctum and,
narrowly escaping running down shoals of
es

bicyclists and blue-suited gentlemen
draped over the sports bars oltheir rhingdings, make the turn into the brilliantly
floodlighted paddock area. What the
A.C.B. has actually done is rope off the
entire street that leads, via N I l. to Verona and Padua and to Venice.
At the further end of the tree-lined avenue, surrounded by grandstands, timing
stands, press stands and VIP stands, with
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about to go are Italian and the air is full

of

fluttering hands and irregular verbs as
some last-minute snag is dealt with. We
see one runner from the 2-liter sports
class. which doesn't leave until 4:48.
stalking around grimly with helmet and
goggles already on; he is well on his way to
a state that already possesses the I o'clock

drivers, repeatedly flitting behind the
thoughtfully line the street.
Having wedged everything, I walk up
along the line of Alfas, which becomes
Fiats and Lancias, including a couple of
Zagato models, as I get toward the ramp.
Although I am not wearing any badge,
nobody bothers me
I guess the
chucker-outers are far too busy. Much
last-minute tuning is going on and some
apparently normal Millicento is being
warmed up on the jack. Everybody who
trees, which

Carabinieri, photographers, rce cream
peddlers and lriends of the organizers
crowded around it. crouches the famous
ramp. Lit from every side and the focus of
all eyes, it reminds you ofnothing so much
as the "coupe ntaison" for a latter-day
French Revolution. A shining line of cars,

like a multicolored caterpillar, stretches
back from the start into the feeding area,
where harried officials and splendid Carabinieri in their Napoleon Bonaparte hats
try to stir order into the bubbling mess.
We park the Giulietta on one side and
disgorge its contents; while Robert goes
off to look for the gasoline man to get the
coupons, I commence to rearrange the
junk in the trunk so it will not beat itself to
death in the first five km. For once before a
race I am not particularly nervous but all
the same it is nice to keep busy. As it is,
most of the runners just now going or

anything at all to do with a car is strutting about importantly. lorever conscious
olthe ghostly ring of eyes watching from
has

outside the barrier.
The variety in costumes is enormous:
some wear the ubiquitous Pirelli suit, others faded blue trousers with elastic waistband and sports shirt, and one resplen-

dent gentleman is togged out in white
shirt, tie. lizard-striped suit with narrow
pants and tight 3-button jacket, winklepickers with Cuban heels. and matching
driving gloves. Really cool. I suppose he

feels if he gets on his head it's nice to be
dressed lor the subsequent ceremonies.
After a spell, I return to the car to find
Robert in a snit because he can't find the
man who gives out the gas vouchers, so we
jump into the Giulietta and whirl offto the

PiazzaYittoria to find him; naturally he's
out at the start, so back we go to the track.
No sooner has Robert disappeared than a
Shell man appears spouting Italian . . . I
gather that he wants to go back to the Pi
azza again so he leaps in and off we go
through the 3-ring circus that is Brescia.
The flic is getting used to us by this time
and stops all traffic as we roar by, for time
is getting short. We go to the main Shell
station and there I am shown a list with
our name and number on it; everything
is okay and smiles and handshakes all
around. One more time through the Porta
Venezia on the rims with scooters flying
for their lives in every direction and back
into the paddock.
Suddenly we remember that we really
should have a full tank to start; Robert
only has a few million lire on him so out I
go to find the nearest gas station; feeling
like Promenade Percy himself, I scatter
the guards at the paddock entrance once
again and this time the Law just puts
hands on hips and stares at me. The nearest station is a Supercortemaggiore but
since I have got to pay for it anyway, what

's nice to be
:remonies.
e car to find

dif? The help erupts out ofthe door as I
skid to ahalt; they dump in 30 liters, wipe
the windshield, check the oil and water,

an't find the

run around and kick the tires. make

tchers, so we

change, and have me out of there (each
one not forgetting ro shake hands) in less
than a minute. They all wave as I leave.
Meanwhile, back at the ranch, my bugeyed co-driver is getting ne.uouser an-d
nervouser as it is around I o'clock. He has
the Alfa mechanics, laid on by the factory
all ready as I sweep in grandly. All around
the car little men prostrate themselves to
check the tires, the hood flies open as a
long arm snakes in my window and yanks
the release, whereupon one serioui fella
with a Da Vinci profile Iistens anxiously to
the engine while another (apparentlyassuming everybody has just had a valve
job) goes methodically around the head
studs with a torque wrench. Back of the
car shakes madly up and down as somebody checks the shocks, then the front.
Eyes peer into all vital orifices, hoses are
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moving a little bit each minute as another
Alfa roars offthe ramp. A saturnine gentleman with an armband comes bv with a
flashlight, checking the tires for srlfficient
tread; yet another flashes a beam in at the
disks wired to the steering column; apparently "ringers" are not unknown. It is extraordinary how patient and understanding_all the officials have been, operating

with "nods, and becks and wieathed

smiles," rather than the customary firebreathing.

_ Between pushes we clamp on our crash
hats and drape goggles around the neck in
case the windshield breaks. after which
there is nothing left to do but watch the
antics of the Carabinieri, hatted. as is the
custom in Italy, by the Too Small Chapeau Co. They are all convinced that they

could go much fa:ter than all rhesl

squares and are demonstrating with gestures exactly how they would show that
Argentinean fella. . .what's his name?. .
the right way around the course. @
.

Part

II will appear in the July

issue

wiggled. ignition wires firmly pushed

home by tender yet firm brown-hands.
The hood slams shut, they all stand back,
eyes hooded, all wishing they could go.
Thanks, fellas . . . weatherbeaten faies
split in wide smiles. then they fall upon
the next Giulietta as the commissirio
beckons us forward.
We push up and take our place in line,

Evenrttal winner Piero Tarufli accepts good wishesfront o/fciars on lhe srarring
rartp

